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#inhabitation (a fixed iteration of which was recently published in CCC Online) is 

a modular inventory, a performative database, composed of multiple forms of media, 
theory, and narrative. The project tracked the recent economic crisis through the 
foreclosure auction process, focusing on several abandoned houses once owned by 
women, who left their houses and belongings behind. #inhabitation is a creative-critical 
composition, a mode of digital storytelling and tactical media, affectively composing 
these histories through a modular inventory of the remains, urban ruins, and through the 
material rhetoric, the allure of these abandoned houses and the parliament of objects they 
contain.  

Unseizable bodies, imperceptible inhabitations, suffuse with the traces. The 
affectively charged remains, traces, remnants and tracks of #inhabitation: living, home, 
house. The matter and ephemera of object relations, giving forth, intermingling. 

Performances of #inhabitation are orchestrated through an algorhythmic process, 
part permutative algorithm, part permutative rhythm, in which elements in the 
#inhabitation inventory are recombined. The texts and rhythms for a given performance 
are then occasionally composed and remixed based on the algorithmic outcomes of a 
given permutation. This is one such outcome.!

Do I choose repetition? Do I make hiding places in order to produce exposures? 
Is this what digital media does? And then, are these #inhabitation mementi, are these 
speculative ghosts just the object bodies of architecture and auratic wear and tear upon 
the walls and floors? Are they real? Are they realist? 

Steven!Shaviro!(ventriloquizing!Graham!Harman!ventriloquizing!Alphonso!
Lingis!ventriloquizing!Henri!Bergson)!writes!in!Post%Cinematic-Affect,-“I!experience!
allure!whenever!I!am!intimate!with!someone,!or!when!I!am!obsessed!with!someone!
or!something.”!

I-call-this-#inhabitation.-
Tooling, not tools. Objects tooling objects, modulating their withdrawals. 

Performing affections from the a-performed, the withdrawn.  
Or is it in the intermingling that the allure, the unfathomable pull of resonance of 

forces unperformed, unmodulated, have, in fact out-performed and over-produced? 
Media objects tooling objects to seduce allure away, to become nearer, extended 
as affect.  
They exude the resonances, the rhythms of the allure of unperformed affections, 

potential intensities, unavailable, withdrawn.  
Matter modulations. Not mediations.  
They plaintively call for #inhabitation. For occupation. 
Tooling affect from allure.  


